At this time with the coordination there is a
gathering of many of you who have come
through and have aligned with other galactic
portals, just as you will know, you came
through the solar portal known as your sun,
and that gives you access to similar solar
portals in other galactic areas.
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This is Lani speaking.
I have the very strong impression of a big
gathering of people – Beings – and so we begin.
As you open your awareness you will be aware
of this and so you are immediately in the
gathering.

“Greetings to you at this time.
We have assembled you together as there
becomes another field of energy around you
which you will realise is to initiate within you a
coordination of many of you who have
recognized your agreement to work together
for the overall upliftment of consciousness of
Beings on planet Earth.
As well as this occurrence and the
coordination happening, you will be aware that
many of the areas that have been defined as
separate locations, perhaps identified for you
as separate planets, you will realise that all of
these are grouped as one collective
consciousness field and because you are
immersed in this energy field which goes
beyond linear time, you will also be aware that
there are many different aspects of you - your
individual aspect of consciousness – existing in
parallel dimensions and realities, as you would
describe these to be as life experiences. Many
of these different aspects of you existing in
other planet areas and other galactic areas.

In this way you have a greater understanding
of this coordinated effort and effect of Beings
coming through around you and around the
gathering of you all and the gathering of all the
consciousness known as the galaxy, the
aspect of which you are within on one planet
named Earth.
Understanding this gives you the realisation of
the fulness that conscious creation brings
forward through you in the present.
The coordinated effect of all of you is bringing
through a higher level of energy systems
supporting you and you may be sensing that
also this is coming through as a clearing type
energy field. Identify that in your own phrases
in your own language. We are identifying it to
you in this way as a clearing field of energy
throughout you, so you must realise this is
around you and through you as your individual
Galactic Being Self here and as you see that
working through all of the aspects of you each,
it encompasses the energetic field of Creation.
This is for you on this current Earth planet as it
exists in this dimensional existence at this time
and as you know, the dimensional existence is
shifting. Your dimensional existence is shifting
through areas of that dimensional field which
continues to expand into your consciousness,
into your conscious energy field.

This is all overseen by the advanced
consciousness of which we are part, we are an
aspect of that presenting all of this to you, to all
of the aspects of you and you are participating
in this overall clearing and coordination
experience.
You will feel this expanding through you,
around you, in every aspect.
This remains in your consciousness field, your
energetic field of that which you identify as
yourself and we identify this as your Galactic
Being
present,
participating
in
this
coordination and clearing.
This is the purpose of this Gathering, for this to
be revealed to you
And thus it is done.”

Thank you. This is Lani speaking.
So now it is up to each one of us to keep the
sense of this which has been presented within
our heart and mind – within what we recognize
as our life.
Bring this all within you and the sense of you.
I was left with the sense of appreciation for us
allowing ourselves to be gathered to receive
and to participate in this very powerful
expansion experience.
Thank you
Lani
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